We give relations between type 0 and type II D-brane configurations under Tduality suggested by Bergman and Gaberdiel and confirm that massless fields on D-branes are identical to ones on the dual D-brane configurations. Furthermore, we discuss dualities of type 0 and type II NS5-branes.
Introduction
During the last about one year, type 0 string theories [1, 2] , which are superstring theories without spacetime supersymmetry, have attracted much attention. They give us possibility to analyze the non-supersymmetric QCD by means of brane techniques developed for supersymmetric theories [3] . However, the properties of type 0 theories are less known compared with other supersymmetric string theories because BPS conditions, which give us a lot of information of supersymmetric theories, are not available. Recently, Bergman and Gaberdiel found a duality between type 0 and type II theories [4] . By this duality, it may become possible to obtain new properties of type 0 theories from knowledge of type II theories. Therefore, it is important to investigate this duality. The purpose of this paper is to find duality relations between brane configurations in type 0 theories and ones in type II theories.
Type 0/type II duality
As is mentioned in [4] , type II theory compactified on S 1 with monodromy (−1) Instead of explicitly showing the equivalence of these two theories in terms of world sheet CFT, we only give the spectra of these theories in Table 1 and Table 2 . In these tables, n and p 9 represent the wrapping number and the Kaluza-Klein momentum along the compactified direction. Indeed, according to these tables, we find that two spectra are identical if we swap 
the wrapping number and the Kaluza-Klein momentum. Especially, a type II (type 0) closed string with wrapping number one corresponds to a type 0 (type II) Kaluza-Klein mode with 
. This implies that the following relations hold.
where
) are the string tension and the compactification radius in type II (type 0) theory. Using these two equations, we obtain T (II) = T (0) and
where l s is the string length scale defined with the common string tension by (2) is different from the one in usual type II/type II T-duality by factor 1/2 in the right hand side. This is the same with hetero/hetero T-duality where, for example, an E 8 × E 8 heterotic string with wrapping number one is dual to a Kaluza-Klein mode with momentum p = 1/(2R) in the (16, 16) representation of unbroken SO(16)×SO(16) ∈ SO(32).
Concerning the string coupling constants g (II) and g (0) , we can get the following relation by requiring nine dimensional Newton's constants of the two theories to agree.
Dualities of D-branes
Similarly to the type II/type II T-duality, under the type 0/type II T-duality, wrapped Dbranes and unwrapped D-branes are transformed into unwrapped D-branes and wrapped Dbranes respectively. However, the situation is more complicated and interesting.
It is known that the tensions of type 0 D-branes are 1/ √ 2 times as the ones of type II Dbranes [5] . Namely, with the string coupling constant and the string length scale, the tensions of D-branes are represented as follows.
Using (2), (3) and (4), we can obtain
This equation implies that an unwrapped type II D-brane is transformed into wrapped Dbrane with wrapping number two by the duality. At first sight, this seems strange because it seems that we can decompose the type 0 D-brane into two wrapped D-branes with wrapping number one. This is, however, impossible on the type II side.
This is interpreted as follows. In the type 0 theory, by the monodromy (−) F R around the On a stack of N type II D-branes, there exist U(N) gauge bosons and adjoint fermions and they make a vector multiplet of ten dimensional N = 1 supersymmetry. Following the argument above, the type 0 dual of this brane configuration is a stack of N electric and N magnetic type 0 D-branes. The field theory on the type 0 brane configuration is known to be U(N) × U(N) Yang-Mills theory with fermions belonging to the by-fundamental representation [6] . However, now, because the electric D-branes and the magnetic ones are connected, the gauge group is broken to the diagonal U(N). As a result, all massless fields on D-branes belong to the adjoint representation of this U(N) and the massless spectrum agrees with one on type II D-branes.
Next, let us consider the duality between wrapped type II D-branes and unwrapped type 0 D-branes. Using (2), (3) and (4), we can obtain (adj 1 , 1), (1, adj 2 ), (N 1 , N 2 ) and (N 1 , N 2 ) . In addition to the Wilson line acting on these four representations as +1, +1, −1 and −1, we should take account of the monodromy (−1) F L +F R , which reverse the sign of wave functions of all the fermion fields. As a result, fermions in (N 1 , N 2 ) and (N 1 , N 2 ) remain massless. This is consistent with the type 0 spectrum.
Dualities of NS5-branes
Regardless of the type of string theories, we can obtain the tensions of NS5-branes by using the Dirac's quantization condition as follows.
From (3) and (7), the following relation is obtained.
This relation strongly suggests that the dual of a wrapped type II NS5-brane is a wrapped type 0 NS5-brane.
In type II/type II T-duality, an unwrapped NS5-brane is transformed into a Kaluza-Klein monopole with NUT charge one. On the other hand, in the case of type 0/type II duality, the dual of an unwrapped NS5-brane should be a Kaluza-Klein monopole with NUT charge two.
The reason is as follows. Because the momentum of Kaluza Klein modes along compactified direction is quantized as n/(2R), the minimum electric charge coupled with U(1) gauge field g µ9 is 1/2. Therefore, due to the Dirac's quantization condition, the minimum NUT charge is two.
The Kaluza-Klein monopoles with NUT charge two can be made by dividing the Taub-NUT manifold by Z 2 , generated by half shift of S 1 cycle. Because there exists the monodromy
in type II (type 0) theory, the shift should be accompanied by the operator
The central region of this Kaluza-Klein monopole is R 4 /Z 2 . The Z 2 is generated by P(−1) F L +F R (type II) or P(−1) F R (type 0) where P is a parity operator which changes the coordinates x µ on the R 4 to −x µ . Therefore, the origin of the manifold is A 1 singularity. In the supersymmetric case, we can brow up the singularity and decompose it into two Kaluza-Klein monopoles. In the present case, however, it is impossible because if the A 1 singularity can be brown up and we get smooth manifold M, any cycle on M is shrinkable and we cannot consistently define the non-trivial monodromy around S 1 .
On type II NS5-branes, one-form U(1) gauge field (type IIB) or self-dual two-form and zeroform gauge fields (type IIA) live. (Of cause, besides them, there exist scalar fields representing the position of the branes. Here, we focus only on the gauge fields.) In the dual picture, these gauge fields are represented as zero modes on the Kaluza-Klein monopoles. Indeed, there is one zero mode of self-dual two-form field on the Taub-NUT manifold. Therefore, in type 0A theory, a zero mode of RR three-form field C µνi (The indices µ and ν label directions contained in the Taub-NUT manifold and i labels the flat directions parallel to the KaluzaKlein monopole.) gives an U(1) gauge field while a zero mode of the other RR three-form field C µνi is projected out by the Z 2 . In the same way, on the Kaluza-Klein monopole in type 0B theory, there are zero modes of four-form field C + µνij and two-form field C µν and they correspond to the self-dual two form field and scalar field on type IIA NS5-branes. Zero modes of C − µνij and C µν are projected out by the Z 2 again. Conversely, by analyzing zero modes on the type II Kaluza-Klein monopoles, we can find gauge fields on type 0 NS5-branes. On the type IIA Kaluza-Klein monopole, there is a zero mode of RR three-form field C µνi , and on the type IIB Kaluza-Klein monopole, zero modes of C + µνij and C µν exist. Because the monodromy (−1)
F L +F R acts on bosonic fields trivially, all these zero modes are not projected away. Therefore, we can conclude that a self-dual two-form field and a scalar field exist on a type 0A NS5-brane and a one-form gauge field lives on type 0B NS5-brane.
Conclusions
We gave the following duality relations between type II and type 0 brane configurations.
• The dual of an unwrapped type II Dp-brane is a stack of a wrapped type 0 electric D(p + 1) brane and a wrapped type 0 magnetic D(p + 1) brane.
• • The dual of a type 0 (type II) wrapped NS5-brane is a type II (type 0) wrapped NS5-brane.
• The dual of a type 0 (type II) unwrapped NS5-brane is a Kaluza-Klein monopole with NUT charge two (A 1 -singularity) in type II (type 0) theory.
